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ABSTRACT
Hash joins play a critical role in relational data processing and their performance is crucial for the overall performance of a database system. Due to the hard to predict nature of intermediate results, an ideal hash join implementation has to be both fast for typical queries and robust against unusual data distributions. In this paper, we present our simple, yet effective unchained in-memory hash table design. Unchained tables combine the techniques of build side partitioning, adjacency array layout, pipelined probes, Bloom filters, and software write-combine buffers to achieve significant improvements in \( n : m \) joins with skew, preserving top-notch performance in \( 1 : n \) joins. Our hash table outperforms open addressing by \( 2^x \) on average in relational queries and both chaining and open addressing by up to \( 2^x \) in graph processing queries.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Relational database systems rely on hash joins to efficiently process join queries, and the runtime of most queries is dominated by join processing. The underlying hash tables have a huge design space, with considerable research focusing on partitioning [2, 20, 26], parallelization [1, 17], and skew handling [10]. In the following, we formulate goals that a good join hash table should strive for and present some simple but carefully tailored implementation techniques to achieve efficient and robust hash tables for join processing. A hash table optimized for join processing should be:

- efficient with memory and cache usage,
- efficient in executed CPU instructions,
- highly scalable for parallel execution, and
- robust against a wide variety data distributions.

These high-level criteria are often in conflict with each other. For example, memory could be traded for CPU cycles by adjusting the load factor of the hash table. Or data placement could be optimized, but at the cost of requiring intricate locking techniques. In our research DBMS Umbra, we experimented with a variety of different hash table designs, many of which used promising tricks that sped up certain cases. However, we found that a simple hash table design, employing minimal instructions in the hot path, performed better overall. In this paper, we present our in-memory hash table design, which achieves significant improvements in difficult \( n : m \) joins with skew, while having top-notch performance in classical \( 1 : n \) joins.

There is no optimal design for a hash table; every design is a trade-off between different criteria. We base our design on the observations we have made of join queries found in many benchmarks and real-world workloads: (1) Joins are asymmetric, with small build and large probe sides. (2) Joins are selective, with many probes not finding a match in the hash table. (3) Join must be scalable, as inputs can be large, and CPU cores are plentiful. (4) Joins can have duplicates, many tuples sharing few keys. These observations guide our design choices: Our hash table combines the techniques of build side partitioning, adjacency array layout, pipelined probes, Bloom filters, and software write-combine buffers to achieve high performance on a wide range of queries.

In the following, we first formulate basic design goals for hash tables for join processing in Section 2. Afterward, we present our hash table technique in Section 3, and evaluate it in Section 4. Then, we discuss related work on hash tables in Section 5.

2 DESIGN CRITERIA
Based on our observations, we formulate four design criteria that a good join hash table implementation needs to strive for. Figure 1 sketches our hash table design and the goals.

Joins are asymmetric. Most joins are asymmetric, with one side often much smaller than the other. Hash joins exploit this asymmetry by building a hash table on the smaller side and probing it using open addressing by up to \( 2^x \) in graph processing queries.
the larger side. As the sides are often orders of magnitude different in size, the probing phase must be kept extraordinarily efficient. Along these lines, we can afford to spend more CPU cycles on the build side. The following design decisions, further detailed in Section 3, exploit this asymmetry: (1) Our hash table’s size is a power of two, to compute slot indexes with a single shift instruction at the cost of increased memory consumption. (2) The build side is fully materialized, partitioned, and copied. The probe side, in contrast, avoids materialization and pushes the tuples into the following operator [21]. (3) The tuples are stored in a compact adjacency array, which makes iterating over matches highly efficient.

**Joins are selective.** The asymmetry of the sides also manifests in terms of join selectivity: Many probe-side tuples will not find matches. Therefore, it is crucial to efficiently eliminate tuples without a join partner from the large probe side. Bloom filters are ideal for this task: They offer minimal build overhead, high throughput, and good selectivity [16, 25]. In Section 3.2, we propose optimized register-blocked Bloom filters that minimize lookup times and can be embedded into the hash table without space overhead.

Another important aspect of an efficient hash table is the employed hash functions. Before probing the table, the join side computes the hash of the keys to determine the slot in the hash table. Hash joins must weigh the cost of computing the hash against a good distribution of the hash values. While fast hash functions are susceptible to skew, general-purpose hash functions are often too expensive. In Section 3.2, we discuss a cheap but well-distributed hash function based on the crc32 CPU instruction.

**Joins must be scalable.** While the build side of a hash join is usually small and fits into CPU caches, it can still grow large and be expensive to build. In addition, recent hardware trends have led to an increase in the number of cores; hence, parallelizing the construction of hash tables is essential to exploit modern hardware. Most general-purpose hash tables do not support efficient parallel building, as they (1) rely on locks that limit scalability, and (2) resize the hash table as more tuples are inserted. These issues can be avoided with a multi-stage build process as described in Section 3.3.

**Joins can have duplicates.** Multiple tuples with the same key in the build side is another hazard for join hash tables. For common relational benchmarks like TPC-H, this is not a problem as joins typically build hash tables on the duplicate-free primary-key side. However, duplicates often occur in graph workloads and can then be devastating for naïve hash tables. This is pronounced in open addressing schemes, where duplicates are stored inline, colliding with other entries of the hash table. Hash tables with a separate directory (i.e., chaining) are more robust in this aspect because they restrain the impact of duplicate entries to one slot in the directory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Table</th>
<th>Performant</th>
<th>Parallel</th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Robust</th>
<th>Impl. Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Addressing</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radix-Join</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaining</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Chaining [10]</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unchained</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Probing the hash table. Tuples are stored in a contiguous buffer ordered by their hash prefixes. The directory consists of entries representing ranges of tuples sharing hash prefixes. Each entry contains a tiny Bloom filter and a pointer to the range. When probing, the hash prefix is used to index into the directory, suffix is used to check the Bloom filter, and the pointer is followed to the range of matching tuples.

Table 1 summarizes benefits of different hash table designs. We do not consider hash tables that support mixed insert and lookup, which would be needed, e.g., for streaming joins. As we will see in Section 4, open addressing schemes handle skew poorly, since collisions affect neighboring buckets, and they cannot efficiently filter selective probes. Chaining allows efficient probes using embedded Bloom filters and are simple to build in parallel [17]. However, for workloads with duplicates, long chains degrade performance as they cannot be efficiently scanned, which degrades skew robustness. In Section 3.1, we discuss our unchained table, which allows efficient iteration over duplicate tuples. We further discuss the performance characteristics of related work in Section 5.

# 3 APPROACH

We now describe the design and layout of our hash table. The design follows the goals formulated in the previous section to allow performant probes, parallel builds, and robustness against duplicates. The microbenchmark results shown in this section in Figures 3, 5, and 12 are further detailed in Section 4.

## 3.1 Layout

Open addressing schemes store all tuples in a single contiguous array, which is efficient for probing with non-selective predicates and no duplicate keys. When the join is selective, open addressing schemes cannot efficiently filter out non-matching tuples. When there are tuples with duplicate keys, these tuples collide with other keys leading to high build and probe costs. In contrast, chaining hash tables build a directory that is separate from the tuples. The directory entries point to the tuples that share the same hash prefix, which are then chained in linked lists, reducing collisions due to duplicates. However, the linked list traversal is costly, especially for long chains. To address these issues, we propose the unchained hash table layout that combines the benefits of both open addressing and chaining. Figure 2 illustrates the basic layout of our hash table with a directory and tuple storage. As an alternative to chaining, we use a dense adjacency array for collision resolution: The tuples are stored in a contiguous buffer ordered by their hash prefixes. This way, the tuples are stored in the same order as the pointers in the directory. Adjacent directory entries give the range of tuples with
the per-tuple work is paramount. In the following, we describe our efficient probes for unchained hash tables. Figure 4 summarizes the logic to probe for tuples in the hash table. We optimize several aspects like hash functions, Bloom filters, and the layout of the hash table to achieve this. As a result, filtering non-matching tuples requires only a few instructions.

Due to join selectivity, the hottest path during join processing is filtering out the tuples that do not find a join partner. For filtering, we use a per-slot register blocked Bloom filters with 16 bits [16, 25]. To achieve a low false positive rate, we set 4 bits for each tuple in the slot, which allows us to discard probe tuples where any of the corresponding bits in the filter are not set.

Our implementation uses an optimization to calculate and subsequently test all four bits of the tag at once. In a naive implementation, calculating this tag requires over a dozen instructions to calculate the positions of the bits. To avoid these in the hot path, we use a precomputed lookup table [22] that stores the 16 = 1820 distinct bit patterns and load them in a single instruction. Note that we pad this lookup table to 2048 entries with uniformly random sampled tags to be able to calculate an index with a single shift instruction. To test if all are set in the Bloom filter, we bitwise complement the filter and bitwise AND it with the computed tag. This also functions as a NULL-pointer check and translates to efficient instructions, i.e., on x86 to a single ANDN. Therefore, this hot path that filters out tuples consists of only five instructions and a branch. Figure 6 shows the logic for this containment check.

Using the precomputed lookup table has several desirable properties compared to computing tags on the fly: First, the precomputed tags only require 4 KB of memory, at most consuming 1 TLB entry. Thus, loading a tag is almost as cheap as computing a single bit tag

Figure 3: Time in nanoseconds each probe takes with varying multiplicity. The amount of time grows faster for chained hash tables as opposed to unchained.

Figure 4: Lookup logic for tuples in the hash table: Directory lookups compile to a few instructions.

Figure 5: Time in nanoseconds each probe takes with varying selectivity. The amount of time increases as selectivity increases. For selective joins, Bloom filters are advantageous. For joins that are not selective, the overhead is low.

Figure 6: Filtering logic to check if hash value is likely present in the hash slot. We use 4 bit tags from a precalculated lookup table to avoid calculating the tag on the fly.
we use too few bits per tuple, hashes are assigned to fewer distinct value from its base table to a Bloom filter check. Afterwards, we can vary the numbers of bits per tuple. For our hash table load factor of produce all matches by iterating over the collision list. In chaining hash table, and only need about 10 instructions between loading the specialized hash functions allow efficient filtering of tuples in the tions as the individual CRC digests are only 32-bits. The resulting a mixing constant. For 64-bit inputs, we require two crc32

good properties for hash tables. As shown in Figure 8, for 32-bit hashes, we use CRC instructions which are well supported and have the expected false positive rate of a lookup is computed. The optimal number of bits per tuple is 4.

Figure 7: False positive rate of lookups for varying number of Bloom filter bits per tuple. The hash table is assumed to have size $m = 2^{\lfloor \log_2(1.25n) \rfloor}$ where $n$ is the number of tuples, which leads to a fill rate of $n/m \approx 65\%$. The probability distribution of the number of tuples in a slot can be approximated by the Poisson distribution with $\lambda = n/m$. Given the distribution, the expected false positive rate of a lookup is $\Delta / m$. The probability distribution of the number of tuples per slot is

$$P(k) = \frac{e^{-\lambda} \lambda^k}{k!}.$$ 

The number of bits per tag influences the false positive rate. If we use too few bits per tuple, hashes are assigned to fewer distinct tags, leading to more tag collisions. If we use too many bits, unions of tags (in slots with multiple tuples) lead to collisions with more unrelated tags. Both cases increase the false positive rate. Thus, given a load factor for the hash table, which determines the distribution of number of tuples per slot, we can determine the optimal number of bits per tuple. Figure 7 shows the false positive rate for varying numbers of bits per tuple. For our hash table load factor of 65\%, 4 bits per tuple with 1820 tags is optimal with false positive rate 1/169. The padded lookup table with 2048 tags has a slightly higher false positive rate of 1/168.

In comparison to probing, generating a well distributed hash from an input key is surprisingly compute intensive. For example, the xxh3 uses avalanche mixing that alone consists of more instructions than our probing logic, i.e., for the common case of 8 byte keys, the full xxh3 hash needs about 4* the instructions of our filter path. We use specialized functions designed for the common case of hashing four or eight byte integer keys, shown in Figure 8.

To get few collisions in the directory slots, we need a well-distributed hash function. We use a large amount of the bits from the 64-bit hash values, since slot selection uses the upper bits and the Bloom filter tags the lower bits. For efficient calculation of these hashes, we use CRC instructions which are well supported and have good properties for hash tables. As shown in Figure 8, for 32-bit inputs, we use a single crc32 instruction and a multiplication with a mixing constant. For 64-bit inputs, we require two crc32 instructions as the individualCRC digests are only 32-bits. The resulting specialized hash functions allow efficient filtering of tuples in the hash table, and only need about 10 instructions between loading the value from its base table to a Bloom filter check. Afterwards, we can produce all matches by iterating over the collision list. In chaining hash tables, this requires traversing a linked list with expensive dependent loads of the next pointers. In contrast, our unchained table determines the range of collisions from a neighboring slot in the directory, allowing efficient iteration over the collision list.

3.3 Parallel Build

For chaining hash tables, Leis et al. [17] describe a way to efficiently build the hash directory in parallel. Our proposed duplicate storage in an adjacency array, however, needs slightly more synchronization, which we achieve through partitioning. In a first step to build the hash table, we collect all tuples of the build side of the join and hash partition them. Similar to Richter et al. [24], we use a slab allocator for this initial tuple storage, which keeps them dense in memory. However, for the adjacency array that we use as final tuple storage, we use a contiguous block of memory. In the final storage, the tuples are ordered based on their hash values; all tuples that correspond to an entry in the directory are stored in a contiguous block of memory, and adjacent entries in the directory point to adjacent blocks of tuples, in hash order. To determine the distribution of tuples onto the final storage, we count the number of tuples per directory entry. Afterwards, the tuples are written to the final storage, while simultaneously updating the directory.

3.3.1 Tuple Collection. Within the execution plan of a database query, a hash join sits atop arbitrary operators that produce data that is input into the join. This data is produced as a stream of tuples from various threads. The total amount of tuples is not known beforehand, and estimates thereof may not be accurate. Tuple collection must deal with this uncertainty and be able to handle a varying number of concurrently produced tuples, materialize them, and hash partition them before the construction of the directory.

The tuple collection is often bottlenecked by the memory allocator as many individual tuples need to be allocated and materialized concurrently. To avoid this bottleneck, we use a slab allocator that allocates memory in large chunks and then hands out memory from these chunks to individual tuples. This reduces the number of system calls and the contention within the global memory allocator. The memory is then freed in one go after the build is done.

The bump allocation strategy is complicated by the partitioning of tuples, as we want tuples within the same partition to be mostly
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u64 hash32(u32 key, u32 seed) {
  u64 k = 0x8648DBDB; // Mixing constant
  u32 crc = crc32(seed, key); // crc32
  return crc * ((k << 32) + 1); // imul
}

u64 hash64(u64 key, u32 seed1, u32 seed2) {
  u64 k = 0x2545f4914f6cdd1d; // Mixing constant
  u32 crc1 = crc32(seed1, key); // crc32
  u32 crc2 = crc32(seed2, key); // crc32
  u64 upper = crc2 << 32; // shl
  u64 combined = crc1 | upper; // or
  return combined * k; // imul
}
```
3.3.2 Tuple Counting. After the tuple collection is done, we need to construct the directory and copy the tuples over to the final compact tuple storage. To copy tuples over to their final location, we need to first determine the ranges in which tuples that share the same hash prefix will be stored. This is done by counting the number of tuples per directory entry. The counts in the directory are then post-processed with an exclusive prefix sum to determine the ranges in which tuples will be stored. The ranges are then post-processed with an exclusive prefix sum to determine the number of tuples per hash prefix, and then the counts are used to determine the ranges in which tuples will be stored. Finally, the tuples are copied to their final location. Care must be taken to handle the Bloom filters.

Figure 10: Count, exclusive prefix sum, and copy. The directory is used to count the number of tuples per hash prefix, then the counts are used to determine the ranges in which tuples will be stored. Finally, the tuples are copied to their final location. Care must be taken to handle the Bloom filters.

3.4 Handling Large Tuple Sizes

Copying the tuples remains relatively cheap as long as the tuples are small enough to fit into a cache line. Note that all tuples with size not greater than twice the CPU’s vector width can be copied with just two load and two store instructions. This can be accomplished by using the largest vector width not larger than the tuple’s size and then using one load/store pair for the start of the tuple and one load/store pair for the end. For example, if our tuple is 24 bytes, and the CPU’s vector width is 16 bytes, our first load/store pair copies the bytes 0–15 and the second pair copies the bytes 8–23.

If tuples are very large, we need an alternative approach for build efficiency. In this case, we chain the tuples in a linked list instead of copying them to contiguous storage. This makes the build process somewhat more efficient, as we do not need to copy the tuples. However, we have to update linked list pointers within tuples, which, due to memory write amplification, result in entire cache lines containing the pointers being written back to memory. Still, for tuples larger than one cache line, linking can be worth it.

Linking tuples into directory entries is a relatively simple operation illustrated in Figure 11. The directory entry points to the last linked tuple, which in turn points to the previous tuple, building a linked list. This entry’s pointer can be updated with a single xchg, and the tag can be updated with an additional or. These operations can be made thread-safe by using their atomic counterparts. Due to

Figure 9: Thread-local three-level bump allocation logic for collecting tuples. The highest bits of the hash are used to determine the partition. The counts array is used to keep track of the number of tuples per partition.
When the memory is accessed, the operating system will lazily call the `mmap` system call is used to request a contiguous block of virtual memory from the operating system. After the `mmap` call, the virtual memory is not yet backed by any physical memory. We find that the biggest regressions for the unchained hash table can be observed. However, for tiny queries, the chained hash table reduces runtime by up to 30%, as the tables are small enough to fit into the caches for probing, and the build overhead of partitioning becomes visible. For large queries, in contrast, the unchained hash table design is beneficial, as it avoids atomic instructions for building the table and improves the memory access pattern for probes. Especially, for the graph workloads, the unchained design improves the performance by up to 20× on the expensive queries which run for more than 100 ms. For these queries, the hash tables contain more tuples with duplicate keys and chaining leads to one memory access per tuple, which is expensive. Unchaining solves this problem by storing the tuples contiguously in memory. We find that the biggest regressions for the unchained hash table are cases where the partition count is either too high or too low.

\[720720 \div 7 = 102960\] is divisible by all numbers from 1 to 16, which helps with tests on multiplicity.

\[\text{malloc}\] pair to link tuples in directory entries.

\[\text{xchg}\] instruction

\[\text{cmpxch}\] pair to link tuples in directory entries.
Figure 13: Chained vs. unchained hash tables. We measure the runtimes for executing all relational queries from TPC-H SF \{1, 10\}, TPC-DS SF \{1, 10\}, JOB; and graph queries from LDBC SNB BI SF 10, and CE and report the speedup of the fastest algorithm for each query.

chained hash table. yago_acyclic_Star_6\{42, 43\}, the two graph queries in the bottom left corner of Figure 13, are queries with very small build sides where the partition count is too high. The fundamental problem is that our implementation sets the partition count once at the very beginning of the build. This initial partition count is based on heuristics such as cardinality estimates and the number of threads. These heuristics are not perfect and can lead to a suboptimal partition count. In the future, we plan to explore adaptive partitioning schemes that start with a low partition count and increase it as more tuples are collected.

To better demonstrate the individual impact of partitioned collection and subsequent copying of tuples, we implemented build-partitioned chaining in Umbra. We compare the performance of partitioned to chained without partitioning in Figure 14. We see that partitioning often improves locality by increasing the likelihood that tuples in the same chains are closer together in memory. Nonetheless, unchaining by copying tuples to contiguously storage is even more effective. We compare the performance of unchained to chained with build-partitioning in Figure 15. We find that unchaining improves the performance of graph queries by up to 10×.

Next, we measure how our hash tables perform on large workloads and compare them to state-of-the-art database systems. We use TPC-H SF 100 and 1000 running on a larger machine with two AMD EPYC 7713 CPUs with 128 cores, 256 threads and 256 GB of RAM. As competitors, we choose Hyper v0.18825 [13] and DuckDB v0.10.1 [23], two high-performance analytical query engines. Hyper and Umbra use query compilation, and DuckDB uses vectorization [5]. All systems utilize morsel-driven parallelism [17].

Figure 14: Chained without vs. with partitioning. We measure the runtimes for executing all relational queries from TPC-H SF \{1, 10\}, TPC-DS SF \{1, 10\}, JOB; and graph queries from LDBC SNB BI SF 10, and CE and report the speedup of the fastest algorithm for each query. Partitioning the build has a positive impact on performance.

Figure 16 shows the performance of the three hash table designs for the TPC-H benchmark and the two competitors. We observe the best performance for our chained and unchained hash tables, which are 2× faster on average than a Robin Hood open addressing hash table. Our efficient probes and construction give the two designs a significant advantage over open addressing. Compared to the other systems, Umbra is 2× faster than Hyper and 6× faster than DuckDB at scale factor 100. Similarly, our design scales well to larger workloads, and we efficiently parallelize building the tables.

5 RELATED WORK

Join processing with hash tables is a core component of analytics in database systems and has been studied extensively. We provide a summary of selected techniques for hash tables in Table 1.

First parallel join implementations were based on radix partitioning [19], and later extended for hardware-consciousness [1, 2, 4]. Classical partitioning approaches, however, partition the probe side as well, leading too high overhead on the hot path, and thus is only useful in certain edge cases. In contrast, we only partition the build side to construct a non-partitioned table in parallel.

For non-partitioned hash tables, there are several papers using atomic instructions for chaining hash tables [15, 17, 24]. As we found in Section 4, chaining hash tables work well for build sides without duplicates and are decisively simple, however they are not robust against skew. Iterating the linked collision lists is especially costly, which makes low false-positive rate Bloom filters imperative.

For general-purpose hash tables, open addressing schemes are the predominant implementation technique. Modern variants use
Hash tables for join processing have a huge design space. Nonetheless, many workloads exhibit common characteristics that can be exploited when designing efficient hash tables. In this paper, we have presented the unchained hash table design that is optimized for both relational and graph processing. Our hash table design is based on the observation that joins are often selective, asymmetric, and have duplicates in their inputs. We have shown that unchained hash tables outperform state-of-the-art hash tables in a variety of workloads, including TPC-H, TPC-DS, JOB, LDBC, and CE.

6 CONCLUSION

Hash tables for join processing have a huge design space. Nonetheless, many workloads exhibit common characteristics that can be exploited when designing efficient hash tables. In this paper, we have presented the unchained hash table design that is optimized for both relational and graph processing. Our hash table design is based on the observation that joins are often selective, asymmetric, and have duplicates in their inputs. We have shown that unchained hash tables outperform state-of-the-art hash tables in a variety of workloads, including TPC-H, TPC-DS, JOB, LDBC, and CE.
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